Types of Abilities
Intuitive: The ability to just ‘know’
things; specializing in telling you what
will happen if you would chose one
road or another in your life.
Mediumship: Communicating with
people who have passed away. Only
those who want will join in. Sometimes
you will find a spirit who has waited to
get a message to you!
Past Life: Getting images and other
impressions of life styles, jobs, home
life and more from previous lives.
Psychometry: The ability to get
images and feelings when touching an
object.
Spirit Guide: Communicating with
your guide and getting information on
what they are trying to get to you, as
well as teaching you how in the future.
Stone Readings: Stone readings are
selecting a certain amount of stones and
placing them in a pattern you decide,
and then interpreting them. I also can
get information off of any of your
stones you want to bring.

Availability
Readings are available by appointment
only. They can be done in person, over
the phone, or on the computer using
Skype.

PSYCHIC INTUITIVE
READINGS WITH
OWL LADY
Discovering Your Life’s Path

In Person: Readings are done at my
home, in a relaxed setting.
Phone and Skype: Phone and Skype
readings can be done very easy,
anywhere in the world.
Parties: It works best to set up in a small
room and do single person mini readings,
which are kept light for the party
atmosphere.

Cost
Readings are $45 for a reading, which
can last from 30-60 minutes depending
on the person and questions.

Helping Find Your Way
Using My Unique Abilities

Parties are $60 per hour, up to 3 hours.

Intuitive, Mediumship, Past Life,
Psychometry, Spirit Guide, Stones
Visit the website at
www.owl-lady.com

(608) 385-3066
vanessa@owl-lady.com

How a Reading Works
The Four Parts of a Reading
1) During the session we will do a card
reading first; this is not a tarot card
reading. I have picture cards that I use
to get a better idea of what is going on
in your life, and through these cards I
can generally see the larger issues in
your life even if you came in for other
reasons.
2) Next we cover the issues you have
brought with you; my specialty is being
able to see situations and telling you
what will happen if you choose
different paths. This can help you make
an educated choice knowing what is
coming.
3) Then we go through all your
questions, the list you bring and any
that come up during the rest of the
reading. We go until you are out of
questions.
4) The last part of the session is
working with your spirit guide and
helping you learn how to communicate
with them on your own so you can do
this when you need to!

About Owl Lady
Everyone has psychic ability. Ask
around; there’s always a story of
knowing when the phone is about to
ring, or a dream that came true. It’s
just a matter of the strength of the
ability.
I have a friend who is a famous pianist.
Sitting in front of the piano and playing
would be a dream come true; but my
playing is juvenile at best. That just
isn’t my gift or talent, but it is hers; just
like the psychic ability is mine.
As a child it was a surprise to me that
everyone didn’t have it. It was also a
tremendous burden; knowing when
things were going to happen, I learned
to keep it to myself when my family
made it clear they were not comfortable
with me sharing information.
As an adult it got stronger as it does in
many women approaching their 30’s
and after having children. I was having
visions quite often but ignored them as
much as possible, until I wasn’t able to
do that anymore!
My abilities were growing so much that
they became jumbled, and I was getting
too much coming in at once; like
having the TV, radio and blender on.

When I got home from the grocery
store quite often I would have some
groceries that I didn’t even remember
buying; I was picking up on other
people’s lists!
Eventually I found people to help me
learn how to control the amount of
input coming in, and how to harness the
different abilities and separate them
out. I also learned how to work with
people and how to help them with my
gift.
Raising children with this has been
very strange; letting them go and get
into trouble when you know something
is going to happen and having two of
my three girls with the abilities as well.
Being in public is difficult, even
blocking info only gets you so far.
Going to crowded areas is so hard;
movies, malls and shopping; knowing
about things and not being able to say
anything… It gets exhausting!
Also, at night people who are on the
other side like to try to come through
when I am tired. Messages or actual
physical happenings can be common at
bedtime, and the cat goes crazy. We
rarely get bored around here!

